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ABSTRACT
This report describes the status of experiments conducted in fiscal year (FY) 2016 by the
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA®) to evaluate the early release of
technetium (Tc) from fresh saltstone waste forms using dynamic flow-through tests. Saltstone is
a chemically reducing grout-based waste form used by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to
dispose of low-activity salt solutions arising from high-level radioactive waste tank closure
activities at the Savannah River Site (SRS). A key safety function of saltstone is maintaining a
low-flow, chemically reducing environment that will attenuate the release of redox-sensitive
radioelements such as Tc. Saltstone also provides a physical barrier due to its characteristically
low saturated hydraulic conductivity, which limits both water and oxygen ingress. These tests,
conducted to support the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s monitoring role during tank
closure, are designed to provide independent information on how well saltstone will perform its
safety function. The first dynamic leach test was conducted in a Hassler-type coreholder
permeameter system that allowed an accelerated flow rate of simulated SRS water through an
intact cylinder of saltstone spiked with Tc-99. (Earlier, related CNWRA column tests had been
conducted on crushed, Tc-99-spiked saltstone.) The saltstone used in this new dynamic
flow-through test was aged for 119 days in a temperature-controlled, low-oxygen, high-humidity
environment. Before test completion, 9.5 pore volumes (PV) of simulated SRS water were
passed through the saltstone cylinder. After a few PV, apparent saturated hydraulic values
calculated from flow data reached a steady-state value of approximately 1.0 × 10−9 cm/s
[2 × 10−8 in/min], which is within the range of previously reported data. Tc-99 concentrations in
leachate peaked early during the leach test at 2.0 × 10−7 M and then declined to approximately
4 × 10−8 M after 9.5 PV. The leachate Tc-99 concentration after elution of 9.5 PV is broadly
consistent with a Tc solution concentration controlled by the solubility of reduced Tc solids.
The range of Tc-99 concentrations is similar to the range reported for a column test that was
sponsored by DOE, but the time pattern of release differs. New tests are planned for execution
during FY 2017 to obtain longer time series of Tc-99 leach data from existing saltstone
specimens that differ in curing history and blast furnace slag characteristics.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA®) is providing technical assistance
to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) related to its statutory responsibilities under
the Ronald W. Reagan National Defense Authorization Act of Fiscal Year 2005. Technical
assistance encompasses a range of support activities, including independent analyses that can
be used by NRC during monitoring of U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) salt waste disposal
activities. This progress report provides an update on independent confirmatory work
conducted by CNWRA during fiscal year (FY) 2016 and the beginning of FY 2017 for the
NRC project titled “Technical Assistance for the Review of the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Non-High-Level Waste Determinations” (Task Order 4 of NRC Contract No. NRC–HQ–12–C–
02–0089). The objective of the saltstone leaching experimental program, Subtask 3-2 of the
project, is to evaluate the early release of technetium (Tc) from a waste grout formulation, called
saltstone, used by DOE to dispose of salt waste at the Savannah River Site (SRS). Specifically,
the program focuses on how release of Tc-99 is affected by the chemically reducing saltstone
during dynamic flow-through tests. This report documents project work performed after the FY
2015 progress report, “Saltstone Leaching Experiments Status Report,” was transmitted to NRC
in September 2015 (Lenhard and Hooper, 2015). During FY 2016, CNWRA conducted several
activities, including (i) preparation of two new Tc-99-bearing saltstone specimens and controlled
curing of these two specimens in addition to controlled curing of a specimen prepared during
FY 2015, (ii) refinement of experimental protocols, and (iii) a leach test performed on half of one
saltstone specimen. Early during FY 2017, CNWRA began a follow-on leach experiment.
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ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

Details of preparation and environmentally controlled hardening of saltstone specimens are
described in Section 3 of this report. Details and results of saltstone dynamic leaching
experiments conducted in a Hassler-type coreholder permeameter system are described in
Section 4. Conclusions based on the results of this experimental work are presented in
Section 5, and recommendations for future experiments are provided in Section 6.

3
3.1

SALTSTONE SPECIMEN PREPARATION

Chemical Formulation of Saltstone

At NRC’s request, DOE provided vendor information for cementitious materials acquired by
DOE contractor Argos (Jackson, South Carolina) for batching saltstone. At CNWRA’s request,
these vendors provided 55-gal drums of Portland cement (Type I/II, ASTM C150 by Holcim US,
Inc. of Birmingham, Alabama), blast furnace slag cement (Grade 100, ASTM C989 also by
Holcim), and fly ash (Class F, ASTM C618 by SEFA Group, Inc. of Lexington, South Carolina)
for use in these experiments. Saltstone specimens were prepared with a premix consisting of
45 percent blast-furnace slag cement, 45 percent fly ash, and 10 percent Portland cement by
dry mass. To prepare each batch of saltstone grout, the three cementitious materials were
measured according to the formula shown in Table 1, and premixed in a sealed, plastic Ziploc®
bag until homogenized. This material is the premix. The salt solution, described next, was
prepared during FY 2015 to achieve a water-to-premix (w:p) ratio of 0.6, where w:p does not
include water molecules in certain salts. The chemical formulation of the salt solution simulant
(SREL Document R-14-0006), which DOE calls the Actinide Removal Process/Modular Caustic
Side Solvent Extraction Unit (ARP/MCU), is listed in Table 2. Each salt was measured and
poured into a 1-L [1.06-qt] volumetric flask, not quite filled to the 1-L mark with double-deionized
1

Saltstone
Premix
Formula*

Table 1. Saltstone Premix Formula
Cementitious Materials
Portland
Cement
Slag Cement Fly Ash Total
Type I/II
Grade 100
Class F Mass
grams†
25
112.5
112.5
250

*After Seaman et al. (2014); to fill experimental molds, 250 g [8.82 oz] of
premix is blended with 220.5 g [7.78 oz] of Tc-spiked saltstone solution (see
Table 2) to produce a batch of saltstone grout
†To convert grams (g) to ounces (oz), multiply by 0.03527

water. The salts were mixed in the flask until dissolved. Double-deionized water was then
added to the solution to bring the volume to precisely 1 L [1.06 qt]. Tc-99 as ammonium
pertechnetate (i.e., NH4TcO4 in H2O, as purchased from Eckert & Ziegler Isotope Products,
Valencia, California) was added to the 1 L [1.06 qt] of salt solution using the procedure
documented in Lenhard and Dinwiddie (2016). As reported by Lenhard and Hooper (2015), the
total Tc-99 activity in 1 L [1.06 qt] of salt solution was 5.365 MBq [145 µCi], yielding a Tc-99
concentration of 4,405 Bq/g [0.119 µCi/g] salt solution. This solution batch has been used to
produce three Tc-99-bearing saltstone specimens to date; a fourth specimen is planned, but has
not yet been prepared (Table 3).

3.2

Preparation of Saltstone Specimens

Two new saltstone grout specimens (Specimens 2 and 3 in Table 3) were prepared during
FY 2016. Specimen 2 is identical to Specimen 1 (see Lenhard and Hooper, 2015), except that it
was cured for a shorter period. Specimen 2 (containing Grade 100 slag cement) and
Specimen 3 (containing finely ground Grade 100 slag cement) were prepared using the
Tc-99-bearing salt solution described in Section 3.1. The premix for each saltstone grout
specimen was mixed with 220.5 g [7.78 oz] of Tc-99-bearing salt solution (see Table 2) and
blended for a total time of 12 minutes in a countertop Globe® SP08 kitchen mixer; following the
first 6 minutes of mixing, the wall of the bowl was scraped before initiating the final mixing
period. Near-cylindrical saltstone specimens were prepared by pouring saltstone grout into
3.8-cm [1.5-in]-inner diameter by 10-cm [4-in] tall molded silicone tubes that had been hot-glued
to polystyrene Petri dishes to form the base of a mold (Figure 1).

3.3

Saltstone Specimen Aging Environment

DOE researchers have indicated that they expect the oxygen content of saltstone to be very low
as it hydrates and hardens inside vaults at SRS. Saltstone grout prepared for this project was
mixed under an ambient laboratory atmosphere. Therefore, the fresh grout likely underwent
some degree of oxidation at the exposed surfaces before being placed into molds, and before
the molds were placed into controlled environmental chambers. During saltstone specimen
aging, however, custom-built glass cells manufactured by Specialty Glass, Inc. were used in an
environmental chamber system to (i) provide an inert gas, low-oxygen environment; (ii) monitor
the oxygen content in the gas phase at the parts per million (ppm) level; (iii) maintain
100 percent relative humidity; and (iv) control temperatures between 25‒65 °C [77–149 °F]
according to a preplanned heating schedule (Table 3). Ultra-high-purity nitrogen gas (<1 part
per billion oxygen) from Airgas® (San Antonio, Texas) was used in the experiments to purge
oxygen from the system. During aging, oxygen concentrations in the gas phase in the
2

environmental chambers were maintained at levels below 1 ppm. A diagram of a complete
environmental chamber system and plots of the measured oxygen levels in each are shown in

3

Table 2. Tc-99 Spiked Saltstone Formula per 1 Liter [1.06 Qt] of Stock Solution

Salt
Solution
Formula*

Total
Water
822.47

Total Water Mass, Salt Mass, and Tc-99 Radioactivity
(per Liter [1.06 Qt] of Tc-Spiked Salt Solution)
Al(NO3)3· Na3PO4·
NaOH NaNO3 NaNO2 Na2CO3 Na2SO4
9H2O
12H2O
grams†
127.52 268.52
25.39
18.66
8.38
20.25
4.56

Tc-99
MBq
5.365

*After Seaman et al. (2014), except for Tc-99 content. To fill experimental molds, 250 g (8.82 oz) of premix
(see Table 1) is blended with 220.5 g (7.78 oz) of Tc-spiked saltstone solution to produce a batch of saltstone
grout
†To convert grams (g) to ounces (oz) multiply by 0.03527

Table 3. Saltstone Tc-99 Leach Testing Experimental Matrix
Specimen
1
2
3
4

Preparation
Date
9/3/2015
2/22/2016
4/12/2016
Planned
2017

Intended
Age
12 months
90 days
90 days

Slag Cement
Grade
100, finely ground

90 days

120

Temperature
Maximum Ramp Rate

100
65 °C
[149 °F]

5 °C/day
[9 °F/day]

Figure 2. Nitrogen gas is delivered to the sealed glass cells through reservoirs of
deoxygenated, distilled water filling the bottom of each cell. A saltstone specimen in its mold
inside a glass cell is shown in Figure 3. As nitrogen gas bubbles through the water reservoirs,
the gas becomes saturated with respect to water, creating 100 percent relative humidity.
Each saltstone specimen, contained in a silicone mold glued to a Petri dish, was elevated above
the water reservoir so that saltstone aging would not occur under water-saturated conditions.
The Petri dish also prevented Tc-99 from leaking into the water reservoir. Gas exits each cell
through tubing connected to a Y-connector having one arm connected to a dissolved oxygen
probe and an Oakton® Instruments DO 6 dissolved oxygen digital display meter (Vernon Hills,
Illinois) and the other arm connected to a water bath to facilitate visual monitoring of the gas
flow rate, while limiting backward diffusion of oxygen into each cell. Each glass cell was placed
inside a Glas-Col® (Terre Haute, Indiana) Model TM634 cylindrical heater, which delivered the
heat necessary to match the selected temperature profiles meant to mimic those of saltstone
placed into vaults in the field. One Omega thermocouple (Stamford, Connecticut) per cell was
used to measure and control chamber temperatures, with each one connected to its own
Watlow® temperature-control unit (St. Louis, Missouri). Thermometers were embedded in each
environmental chamber to enable daily measurements. During FY 2016, three environmental
chamber systems (Figure 4) were operated to age the three Tc-99-bearing saltstone specimens
(Specimens 1, 2, and 3 in Table 3).
During FY 2016, Specimen 1 (see Lenhard and Hooper, 2015) completed a full year of aging
according to plan (see Table 3); it continues to age in its controlled environmental chamber at
25 °C [77 °F]. Specimen 2 was prepared on February 22, 2016, and after 119 days of aging
subject to the temperature profile shown in Figure 5, it was sliced into top and bottom halves
(Subsamples A and B). The top half (Subsample A) was used during the first leaching
experiment described in Section 4.2. The bottom half (Subsample B) was used in a leaching
experiment described in Section 4.3. Specimen 3 was prepared on April 12, 2016, and is still
aging at 25 °C [77 °F] inside its environmental chamber.
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Figure 1. Silicone and Petri Dish Mold Used to Cast Specimens (Left) and Condition of
the Second Saltstone Mold After Curing at Elevated Temperatures (Right)

Oxygen Concentration (mg/L)

1.0
0.8

Specimen 1
Specimen 2
Specimen 3

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
9/23/15 11/7/15 12/23/15 2/6/16 3/23/16 5/8/16 6/22/16 8/7/16 9/21/16 11/6/16 12/22/16

Figure 2. Environmental Chamber System Used to Age Saltstone Specimens (Top) and
Daily Measured Oxygen Levels in Each Chamber (Bottom)
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Figure 3. Saltstone Mold (as in Figure 1) Perched Above Water Reservoir Inside
Glass Cell; Dissolved Oxygen Meter in Foreground

Figure 4. Environmental Chamber Systems; Glass Cells are Placed Inside Heaters
6
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Figure 5. Temperature Profile for Saltstone Specimen 2
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4.1

SALTSTONE LEACH EXPERIMENTS

Leach Testing Equipment Description

Leach tests are conducted using a low-dead-volume, benchtop permeability system,
Model BPS-805Z (Figure 6) from Coretest Systems, Inc. (Morgan Hill, California). This system
was used to simulate the ingress of SRS groundwater into a Saltstone Disposal Unit by forcing
permeant at elevated injection pressures through a saltstone cylinder where it will react with
cementitious materials. The primary elements of the permeameter system are (i) a Teledyne
Isco D-Series pump controller, (ii) a Teledyne Isco Model 500HP syringe pump with ~507 mL
[17 fl oz] reservoir capacity, and (iii) a modified CHG-106 Hassler-type hydrostatic coreholder
sized for testing 3.8-cm [1.5-in] diameter cylinders of up to 20-cm [8-in] length. End plugs that
transmit fluid directly to and from the core are placed on its upstream and downstream faces
inside the coreholder. The coreholder is then filled to capacity with spacers (Figure 7) upstream
and downstream of the specimen to minimize dead volume. Finally, end caps are screwed onto
the ends of the coreholder to axially secure the specimen. Stainless steel tubing of 0.159-cm
[1/16-in] diameter connects the constant pressure fluid pump system through the upstream end
piece to the specimen and 0.079-cm [1/32-in] inner diameter polytetrafluoroethylene tubing is
used to pass leachate through the downstream end piece to a 15- or 30-mL [0.5- or 1-fl oz]
polypropylene sample bottle that is periodically replaced. There is little dead volume
{approximately 0.3 mL [0.01 fl oz]} between the downstream face of the specimen and the
sample bottle so that leachate measurements represent the actual composition of leachate
exiting the saltstone specimen. Bypass flow around the specimen inside the coreholder is
prevented by applying and maintaining a relatively high confining pressure around the specimen
with a compressible Buna-N Hassler sleeve (Figure 8) that is pressurized using low-viscosity,
Houghton Pella machining mineral seal oil (F&L Petroleum Products, Long Beach, California) to
form a tight seal that secures the specimen radially using a radial confining pressure that is
higher than the constant fluid injection pressure. A hydrostatic load assembly (seen at the right
end of the coreholder in Figure 6) applies an upstream-oriented axial load (equal to the radial
confining load) onto the downstream end of the core.
7

Figure 6. Benchtop Permeability System (Model BPS-805Z) by
Coretest Systems, Inc.

4.2

Leach Testing of Specimen 2, Subsample A

During preparatory permeameter system tests using nonradioactive saltstone cylinders, it was
found that those specimens underwent compressive deformation inside the coreholder at high
confining pressures (e.g., 3,000 to 5,000 psi1). Confining pressure was reduced as
compression occurred, which then may have allowed injected groundwater simulant to flow
around the specimen perimeter rather than through it. Compressive deformation of these
nonradioactive cylinders was confirmed visually after the tests had been completed.
Based on the observations of cylinder deformation and bypass flow during FY 2016, it was
decided to conduct an initial leach test using a relatively short saltstone core (Specimen 2,
Subsample A) held at a relatively low confining pressure (≤1,000 psi) to minimize potential
deformation that might decrease the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the saltstone.

11,000

psi is equivalent to approximately 68 atm or 6.9 MPa

8

Thus, Specimen 2 was removed from its environmental chamber on June 20, 2016, and was
immediately sliced perpendicular to its axis into two ~5-cm [~2-in] long halves while still inside

Figure 7. (A) End Pieces, (B) Spacers and (C) Screw Caps Used to Transmit Fluid to
and From the Cylinder and to Axially Secure It Inside the Coreholder

9

Figure 8. Buna-N Compressible Confining Sleeve Inside Coreholder Prevents
Bypass Flow When Oil-Driven Radial Confining Pressure is Maintained
the silicone tube mold (Figure 9). The resulting hand-sawed surface was relatively flat. A small
metal spatula was used to separate the saltstone subsamples from the enclosing tubes.
The subsamples were then pushed through the blue tube molds without damaging them.
Some thin blue silicone from the mold remained bonded to the subsamples. The top half,
identified as Subsample A, was immediately rinsed with deionized water to facilitate removal of
loose debris and then its mass and dimensions were measured. A ruler was used to measure
the dimensions of Subsample A. Rinsate was deposited in a radioactive waste container and
was not separately preserved for analysis. Because of the potential for Tc-99 to have been
removed during rinsing, future experiments will analyze the rinsate for Tc-99.
The mass of Subsample A was 88.1 g [3.11 oz] and its mean length and radius were 4.85 and
1.85 cm [1.91 and 0.73 in], respectively; it was not perfectly cylindrical when removed from its
mold. Assuming circular faces, the cross-sectional area of Subsample A through which
one-dimensional flow occurred inside the coreholder was 10.75 cm2 [1.67 in2]. Assuming
Subsample A approximates a right circular cylinder, its bulk volume is ~52.1 cm3 [~3.18 in3].
Assuming 60 percent total porosity, as suggested by DOE (SRR-CWDA-2016-00053), its pore
volume (PV) was estimated to be ~31 cm3 [~1.89 in3]; this PV was used for the plots in this
report. (Section 4.2.3 discusses a later calculation of the specimen’s effective porosity that
gave the same value.)
Subsample A was slipped inside a thin, 2.5-cm [1-in] diameter Myers latex membrane
(Scarborough, Maine) to minimize Tc-99 contamination of the coreholder and was loaded into
the coreholder (Figure 10). The sawed end of Subsample A was placed upstream; this end of
the core tended to dry out quickly whereas the natural surface on the other end tended to
remain moist.
Simulated SRS groundwater (sSRS), prepared on March 15, 2016, served as the leach-test
permeant (Walter, 2015; 2016). Prior to initiating Tc-99 leach testing of Specimen 2,
Subsample A, a 100-mL [3.4-fl oz] aliquot of sSRS water was removed from the reservoir
carboy and analyzed for its chemical composition to ensure its consistency with the target
concentrations used for mixing the water. Solution chemical analyses were provided by the
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering Division at Southwest Research Institute® using standard
ion chromatography and inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry methods for
anions and metals, respectively. As shown in Table 4, the measured values were all within
5 percent of the target values.

4.2.1

Specimen 2, Subsample A Hydraulic Behavior

The first leach test, which injected oxygenated sSRS water into Subsample A, was begun on
June 20, 2016. First, stagnant sSRS water remaining in the pump reservoir from prior testing
was dispensed, fresh sSRS water was run through the system to rinse all components, and the
reservoir was completely filled to its maximum volume of ~507 mL [~17 fl oz] with sSRS water
from the carboy. When the leach experiment began, using a confining pressure of 250 psi and
an injection pressure of 125 psi, the fluid in the reservoir rapidly declined from 507 to 436 mL
[17.1 to 14.7 fl oz] as the volume of the pump system and upstream tubing filled with sSRS
water. The permeant then reached the upstream face of Subsample A, which sent a small
amount of backflow from the tubing into the reservoir, bringing the fluid volume remaining in the
reservoir up to 438 mL [14.8 fl oz] at time t = 0. During the first few hours of the test after t = 0,
10

approximately 6 mL [0.2 fl oz] of permeant was delivered to Subsample A while no effluent
was observed.

Figure 9. Miter Box and Back Saw Used to Cut Saltstone Specimen 2 Into Two Halves

Figure 10. Insertion of Specimen 2, Subsample A Into Coreholder
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Table 4. Simulated Savannah River Site (sSRS) Groundwater Concentrations
Constituent Target Concentration (mg/L) Measured Concentration (mg/L)
Na+
0.97
0.941
K+
0.49
0.512
Ca2+
2.50
2.60
2+
Mg
0.41
0.418
Cl−
7.00
7.25
SO42−
0.63
0.596*
*Based on a total sulfur measurement. Sulfate ion was measured at 0.552 mg/L, but other sulfur
species were below detection limits.

12

Darcy’s law was used to estimate apparent hydraulic conductivity:
∆

=

where Q is the volumetric discharge rate of sSRS water leaving the pump reservoir that flows
into the upstream end of the saltstone cylinder, K is the apparent hydraulic conductivity of the
saltstone, A is the cross-sectional area of the cylinder, ΔH is the pressure head difference
between the upstream and downstream faces of the cylinder (where the downstream face is
exposed to the atmosphere [i.e., ΔH = Hin–H0)], and L is the length of the cylinder.
During FY 2016, prior to conducting the Tc-99 leach experiment, CNWRA staff had calculated
apparent hydraulic conductivity for two nonradioactive saltstone cylinders (Figure 11—Nonrad 1
and Nonrad 2 cores). These specimens had been tested in the permeameter under elevated
confining and injection pressure conditions, and it was CNWRA staffs’ judgment that they
suffered deformation in the coreholder due to use of high confining pressures (i.e., 3,000 to
5,000 psi). The apparent hydraulic conductivity of the saltstone decreased with increasing
confining pressures, probably due to pore compression. Staff did not reanalyze the pressure
and flowrate data using a cross-sectional area estimate as a function of core deformation under
increasing confining pressures because the extent and time history of deformation were difficult
to quantify. In general, decreasing the cross-section in the computation would yield an
increased hydraulic conductivity estimate.
To investigate the potential for bypass flow at the beginning of the Subsample A Tc-99 leach
experiment, the confining and injection pressures were stepped up over a period of 63 minutes
from their starting values of (i) 250 and 125 psi, through intermediate values of (ii) 500 and
250 psi, and (iii) 750 and 375 psi, to end at (iv) 1,000 and 500 psi for the duration. In an effort to
prevent bypass flow from occurring, the targeted confining pressure at each step was twice the
pump-applied constant injection pressure. When each new portion of the test began using
greater injection and confining pressures than before, a transient period occurred during which
the pressure gradient distribution inside the cylinder began to equilibrate or re-equilibrate.
However, the first three pairs of pressures used did not persist long enough to attain steady
state. Nevertheless, estimates of the apparent saturated hydraulic conductivity of Subsample A
were calculated as a function of time, and each calculation assumed steady-state conditions
existed during the relevant time interval. The previously estimated apparent saturated hydraulic
conductivity values obtained from nonradioactive specimens before the leach test began and all
new values obtained from Subsample A are included in Figure 11. While the leach test
estimates (“This Test” in Figure 11) at early time are not reliable in an absolute sense because
the system had not yet attained pseudo-steady-state, all estimates together suggest that the
apparent hydraulic conductivity of the saltstone decreased with increasing confining pressure.
If a future Tc-99 leach experiment examines the potential for bypass flow to occur in the
coreholder, step increases in the confining and injection pressures should be undertaken only
after collecting evidence indicating that pseudo-steady-state conditions were attained for the
previous step.
Only after the pump controller was programmed to maintain a constant 500 psi injection
pressure for the duration of the test and the Hassler-type coreholder sleeve was set to 1,000 psi
confining pressure were near-constant conditions maintained long enough for the transient
phase to slowly transition to pseudo-steady-state over a period of at least 2.6 days. For this
long-duration part of the experiment that occurred after the first hour, flow rate and apparent
saturated hydraulic conductivity of Subsample A were monitored as functions of time
(Figure 12). After 2.6 days, Subsample A began and then continued to exhibit a relatively
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stable apparent saturated hydraulic conductivity value of approximately 1.5 × 10−9 cm/s
[3.5 × 10−8 in/min] for 2 days, until the confining pressure fell below the target value enough that
it had to be re-established. The trends in flow rate and saturated hydraulic conductivity through
Day 18 have two characteristics. First, an overall slow decline may reflect saltstone reversible
(i.e., elastic) compressive deformation, continuing slow equilibration of the flow system, and
mineral precipitation. Recent research conducted by DOE also indicated a decrease in
hydraulic conductivity over time (SREL Document R-16-003, their Figure 9). DOE is planning
additional research to investigate the potential for mineral precipitation (e.g., calcium carbonate)
to decrease the hydraulic conductivity of saltstone (SRR-CWDA-2016-00119). Superimposed
on that trend are periodic, more abrupt reductions that coincide with instances when confining
pressure was intentionally increased after falling significantly below the target value (Figure 12).
The confining pressure drops were eventually attributed to a slow confining oil leak that was
discovered on Day 18 at the burst disk assembly.
The confining-oil leak, which was not immediately isolated as to its source, was later discovered
to originate from fittings on the low-pressure side of the permeameter burst disk. On Day 20,
the fittings were tightened sufficiently to justify continuation of the Subsample A leach test until
leachate results or other factors dictated otherwise. By this time, the apparent hydraulic
conductivity of the saltstone had decreased to a new approximately stable (i.e., equilibrium)
value of 1.0 × 10−9 cm/s [2.4 × 10−8 in/min] (Figure 12). This final asymptotic change to a
relatively constant value likely reflects the flow system finally attaining pseudo-steady-state flow
conditions. On Day 27, however, a faster oil leak began at the fittings on the low-pressure side
of the burst disk and persisted until Day 31, when the leak was successfully staunched
(Figure 12). During this period (i.e., the 8th PV), some bypass flow may have occurred when the
confining pressure dropped too low. By Day 32, the apparent saturated hydraulic conductivity
restabilized at the previous steady-state value of 1.0 × 10−9 cm/s [2.4 × 10−8 in/min], suggesting
an end to bypass flow, and this condition persisted until the end of the test on Day 36.
Flow rates and apparent saturated hydraulic conductivity throughout the test, which generally
should have been constant during a steady-state period, varied as a result of the repeated loss
of confining pressure. The evolution of apparent saturated hydraulic conductivity and confining
pressure during this test are shown in Figure 13 beginning at 13 hours, after the period of early
rapid equilibration had ended (see Figure 12 legend). When confining pressure is increased
midtest, it may squeeze the saltstone pores and effectively squeeze permeant both backward
and forward. Apparent backward flow of permeant was observed as the pump reservoir fluid
volume remaining would slightly increase. Backflow causes permeant that was already inside
the specimen to have to re-enter it, and negatively impacts subsequent calculations that
assume unidirectional, forward flow. Compression and backflow may work together to produce
reduced apparent saturated hydraulic conductivity values and reduced apparent flow rates.

4.2.2

Specimen 2, Subsample A Leachate Characteristics

Leachate was continuously collected as 9.5 pore volumes (PV) passed through Subsample A
over the 36.6-day duration of the leach test. The leachate fractions ranged in volume from 1 to
9 mL [0.03 to 0.3 fl oz] and averaged 4 mL [0.14 fl oz]. An approximately 0.5 mL [0.017 fl oz]
aliquot was taken from each leachate fraction and mixed in a 7-mL [0.24-fl oz] glass LSA
vial with 5 mL [0.17 fl oz] of PerkinElmer® Ultima Gold AB™ LSA cocktail for beta counting.
Tc-99 solution measurements were made by beta counting on a PerkinElmer Tri-Carb® 3110TR
Liquid Scintillation Analyzer (LSA). Resulting Tc-99 concentrations are plotted in Figure 14
(a subset of the measurements, from samples that were also analyzed for chemistry, is listed in
Table 5). The Tc-99 concentration started at 7.9 × 10−8 M, rose to a peak of 2.0 × 10−7 M at
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0.8 PV, and subsequently slowly decreased, with the final values at approximately 4 × 10−8 M.2
Because all leachate was collected and aliquots were taken from each fraction, cumulative
Tc-99 release could be calculated. After passing 9.5 PV of permeant through the specimen,
approximately 0.4 percent of its Tc-99 inventory had been released. Our results are broadly
consistent with Tc-99 release being controlled by the solubility of Tc solids under reducing
conditions (see, for example, the discussion of Tc solubility limits in Appendix B of
Pabalan et al., 2009). During the Subsample A leach test, there was no indication of exhaustion
of saltstone reductive capacity. The leach test came to an unplanned halt after 36.6 days, when
the confining isolate valve was inadvertently left in the open position. Confining pressure was
completely lost and the 137 mL [4.6 fl oz] of sSRS water remaining in the pump reservoir
flushed through the coreholder. Tc-99 concentrations in the leachate collected during this rapid
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× 10−8 M corresponds to a Tc-99 activity concentration of approximately 0.63 Bq/ml.
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flow were approximately 4 × 10−10 M, confirming that they largely reflect bypass flow around the
outside of the specimen.
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Figure 14. Measured Tc-99 Concentration and Permeant Flow Rate as Functions of Pore
Volumes of Leachate Collected Over a 5-Week Period
CNWRA Tc-99 concentrations from the Subsample A leach test are comparable to those
reported recently by DOE (SREL Document R-16-0003). Those investigators observed an initial
Tc-99 leachate concentration of approximately 9 × 10−8 M from a similar leaching experiment
conducted on Tc-99-spiked saltstone. Tc-99 concentrations then decreased to fluctuate in a
range mostly from 6 × 10−9 to 1 × 10−8 M for samples taken at 2 to 4 PV, but then rose to greater
than 1 × 10−7 M at 6 PV. While the range of values is similar to that obtained in this study, the
minimum values and later time evolutions differ in detail. The reasons for these differences will
be considered further in the near future.
Solution pH (Table 5) was measured on leachate samples using Thermo Scientific™ Orion™
8103BNUWP pH probes and an Orion Model 920A meter. It should be noted that the pH
measurements were not made inline but were conducted days after leachate collection.
Although the leachate sample bottles were capped, there was substantial air head space and
reaction with air was likely. Therefore, for example, CO2 reaction could have lowered the pH
before measurements. Values ranging from 11.0 to 11.45 were obtained from early samples
when flow rates were relatively high (during the first PV; Figure 13). Most pH values varied
between 11.5 and 11.7 during subsequent pore volumes. Despite, the uncertain effects of air
reaction during storage, these values are consistent with the influence of water interaction with
cementitious solids. Eh was not measured because (i) the very slow flow rates presented
analytical challenges for making inline measurements and (ii) offline measurements on bottled
samples were not expected to provide meaningful information.
Figure 14 also shows the flow rate calculated for each fraction based on the decrease in
injection pump reservoir volume during collection. There are some suggestions in Figure 14 of
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minor decreases in Tc-99 concentrations as a result of bypass flow related to the confining
pressure drops discussed in Section 4.2.1. These are expressed as roughly coinciding
increases in flow rate and decreases in Tc-99, and may be evident at approximately PVs 2.7,
3.5, 4.7, and 5.8, and perhaps between PVs 7 and 8 (Figure 14). No similar patterns are
evident in the pH data (wherein lower pH would be expected to coincide with bypass flow,
reflecting the influence of the sSRS permeant), but the pH values are subject to greater relative
uncertainties that could mask variations. There are more compelling indicators of potential
bypass flow early in the first pore volume, wherein flow rate and Tc-99 are strongly negatively
correlated (Figure 14) and pH was relatively low. There is insufficient information to quantify the
degree to which bypass flow may have suppressed the early Tc-99 concentrations; particularly
given there are no independent indicators of bypass flow.
Anion and cation analyses were obtained on selected samples and the results are shown along
with Tc-99 and pH values in Table 5. The analyzed leachate fractions, numbered sequentially
with an SS2 prefix indicating “Saltstone Specimen 2,” ranged in size from 4.2 to 9.2 mL [0.14 to
0.31 oz]. The indicated PV represents the cumulative value at the end point of fraction
collection. Concentrations are particularly high for mobile constituents expected to be
associated with saltstone pore water—nitrate, nitrite, sulfate, potassium, and sodium—but these
are seen to decrease with increasing influence of the much more dilute sSRS injection water
(Figure 15). The data lack suggestions of bypass flow, as (i) the highest concentrations of
saltstone-associated elements are in the sample from the first PV when Tc-99 had not reached
its peak and (ii) the sampling resolution was not high enough to see potential concentration
excursions. The results indicate that 9.5 PV are not sufficient for the influence of initial saltstone
pore water (and possibly precipitates formed when the salt solution was mixed with grout solids)
to be eliminated. More analysis of the results is needed, but if technetium behaves similarly to
other mobile saltstone constituents, its concentration may have continued to slowly decline.

4.2.3

Specimen 2, Subsample A Porosity Determination

On August 4, 2016, the confining pressure was reset to 1,000 psi and the pump was
programmed with a constant 500 psi injection pressure to minimize bypass flow and ensure
resaturation of Subsample A, which had remained inside the sealed coreholder since the loss of
confining pressure on July 27, 2016. Based on the leachate mass measured in sample bottles
on the following day, the amount of leachate collected from the outlet tubing was the same as
the amount of sSRS water that had been released from the pump reservoir, suggesting that the
saltstone had remained saturated inside the sealed coreholder. Subsample A was
subsequently removed from the coreholder for porosity determination.
The effective porosity of Specimen 2, Subsample A was determined by measuring the water
mass lost from the leached saltstone during a transition between saturated and oven-dried
conditions. After removal from the coreholder on August 5, 2016, Subsample A was
immediately weighed on a laboratory scale, its diameter and length were measured at multiple
locations, and it was placed inside an oven set to 65 °C [149 °F] to evaporate its pore water until
such a point that its dry mass could be measured. The mean length and radius of Subsample A
at the conclusion of the leach experiment were 4.83 and 1.84 cm [1.90 and 0.72 in],
respectively. These dimensions were virtually unchanged after being subjected to 1,000 psi
confining pressure, and visually the cylinder did not appear to have suffered irreversible
deformation from being overly compressed. The mass of Subsample A on August 5, 2016, prior
to oven-drying, was 88.2 g [3.111 oz], compared to the value of 88.1 g [3.108 oz] recorded just
prior to the leach test on June 20, 2016, after the saltstone had been removed from the
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Table 5. Chemical Data on Leachate from Specimen 2, Subsample A
SS2-01
SS2-02
SS2-06
SS2-17
SS2-24
SS2-26
SS2-28
SS2-30
SS2-32
SS2-34
SS2-37
SS2-39
SS2-43
P.V.
0.15
0.40
0.80
1.78
2.71
2.97
3.24
3.50
3.79
4.29
4.71
4.99
5.46
Tc (M) 7.91×10−8
1.36×10−7
1.95×10−7
1.27×10−7
9.13×10−8 9.62×10−8 8.72×10−8 7.77×10−8 8.25×10−8
7.22×10−8
6.68×10−8 6.42×10−8 6.03×10−8
pH
11.0
11.1
11.45
11.7
11.58
11.56
11.4
11.8
11.4
11.49
11.5
11.4
11.4
Cl—
6.32
7.44
9.95
10.3
—
—
—
—
8.50
—
9.02
—
NO3−
—
1,380
1,170
610
725
—
—
—
—
872
—
820
—
NO2−
—
116
97.8
71.7
67.2
—
—
—
—
68.0
—
64.1
—
SO42−
—
266
244
196
200
—
—
—
—
203
—
197
—
Al
—
3.7
4.2
5.31
5.71
—
—
—
—
5.77
—
5.60
—
Ca
—
54.2
29.0
17.5
16.6
—
—
—
—
16.0
—
14.3
—
K
—
122
110
91.2
88.4
—
—
—
—
87.1
—
82.6
—
Si
—
55.8
56.1
58.4
55.1
—
—
—
—
52.9
—
51.4
—
Na
—
2,670
2,400
1,950
1,880
—
—
—
—
1,890
—
1,770
—
S
—
144
131
108
110
—
—
—
—
112
—
107
—
SS2-44
SS2-47
SS2-49
SS2-53
SS2-55
SS2-56
SS2-59
SS2-61
SS2-66
SS2-68
SS2-71
SS2-73
P.V.
5.73
6.11
6.32
6.77
7.07
7.33
7.73
7.97
8.62
8.91
9.27
9.49
Tc (M) 6.03×10−8
5.43×10−8
5.27×10−8
5.12×10−8
4.77×10−8 4.33×10−8 4.44×10−8 4.14×10−8 4.12×10−8
4.25×10−8 3.91×10−8
3.76×10−8
pH
11.67
11.5
11.5
11.5
11.63
11.5
11.4
11.65
11.62
11.63
11.54
11.57
Cl6.52
—
—
—
8.17
—
—
7.15
—
7.88
—
7.53
NO3−
732
—
—
—
702
—
—
581
—
598
—
555
NO2−
59.7
—
—
—
52.6
—
—
43.4
—
43.6
—
40.6
SO42−
173
—
—
—
165
—
—
141
—
146
—
137
Al
6.05
—
—
—
6.07
—
—
6.69
—
6.48
—
6.39
Ca
11.9
—
—
—
10.6
—
—
9.11
—
9.42
—
9.01
K
74.0
—
—
—
71.2
—
—
62.6
—
62.8
—
60.2
Si
52.6
—
—
—
51.6
—
—
51.0
—
49.9
—
49.8
Na
1,620
—
—
—
1,530
—
—
1,380
—
1,380
—
1,310
S
93.8
—
—
—
88.2
—
—
78.4
—
79.6
—
76.1
P.V. = Pore volumes
All anion and metal values are in mg/L (approximately equal to parts per million).
NO3− and NO2− values are expressed as elemental concentration of N. Br−, F−, PO43−, and Fe are <1 mg/L, Mg is <0.5 mg/L, and Mn is <0.05 mg/L.
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Figure 15. Chemical Data From Specimen 2, Subsample A Leachate Fractions
100 percent relative humidity environmental chamber. This agreement also suggests that the
saltstone was essentially saturated when first placed in the coreholder at the start of the
leach test. Ten days in a 65 °C [149 °F] oven were needed for evaporation of all connected
pore water in Subsample A. Its final oven-dried mass was 57.1 g [2.01 oz]; water mass lost was
therefore 88.2 – 57.1 = 31.1 g [1.10 oz]. Based on the chemical data, leachate fluid
(and therefore pore water) densities were all within approximately 1.5 percent of 1 g/mL;
therefore, within the uncertainties of this estimate, it can be concluded that 31 mL or cm3
[1.9 in3] of water was lost from drying and this number represents an estimate of PV. Given the
estimated specimen volume of 52.1 cm3 [~3.18 in3] (Section 4.2), the estimated effective
porosity of saltstone Specimen 2 Subsample A is 31 ÷ 52.1 = 0.60. These PV and porosity
values match what were assumed for the specimen based on DOE’s suggestion that saltstone
has an effective porosity of approximately 60 percent (SRR-CWDA-2016-00053).
Based on the chemical data (Table 5) leachate total dissolved solids were below approximately
5,000 mg/L, with an estimated average of 3,400 mg/L. Given a cumulative leachate volume of
0.294 L, this implies that approximately 1 g [0.035 oz] of material could have been leached from
the specimen. If that were true, then the fact that the initial and final specimen masses (before
drying) matched so well was fortuitous and the initial specimen was not fully saturated (i.e., it
would have weighed 89 g instead of 88 g if fully saturated). This could also mean the effective
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porosity changed during the test, but the effect would be at the level of no more than a few
percent, which is not significant given the uncertainties in the PV and porosity estimates.

4.3

Leach Testing of Specimen 2, Subsample B

After having been separated from Subsample A on June 20, 2016, Subsample B of Specimen 2
was temporarily placed above water-saturated glass beads inside a capped bottle, but on
June 23, 2016, it was returned to its environmental chamber to be more carefully maintained in
a low-oxygen environment. On October 5, 2016, it was removed from the chamber to be used
in a leach experiment. The lower half of Specimen 2 (i.e., Subsample B) was used for this
second test, in part, to determine if bypass flow had occurred during the early stepped portion of
the first test when confining pressures were low. If during the early part of the second test
Tc-99 concentrations were higher than observed during the early part of the first test, bypass
flow during the early, stepped portion of the first test might have been indicated.
The base of Subsample B had become coated with hot glue during the curing process, because
hot glue that had been used to secure the Petri dish tray to the blue tube mold3 deformed when
subject to the elevated temperatures of the curing cell (recall Figure 1). Therefore, the affected
portion of Subsample B was removed prior to its use in the second leach test. The same saw
guide and saw depicted in Figure 9 were used to slice off the affected portion of Subsample B
nearly perpendicular to its axis. The mass of Subsample B was 91.18 g [3.216 oz] and its mean
length and radius were 4.91 and 1.89 cm [1.93 and 0.74 in], respectively, as measured using
calipers. Assuming circular faces, the cross-sectional area of Subsample B is 11.2 cm2
[1.74 in2]. Assuming Subsample B approximates a right circular cylinder, its bulk volume is
~55.1 cm3 [~3.36 in3]; assuming 60 percent total porosity, its pore volume is ~33.1 cm3
[~2.02 in3].
Subsample B of Specimen 2 was slipped inside a latex membrane and loaded into the
coreholder (Figure 10). Both ends of Subsample B had been sawn, and the upper end of
Subsample B was placed upstream because its surface had been sliced normal to the axis of
the cylinder, whereas the lower end of Subsample B was sliced slightly subnormal to the axis.
Based on CNWRA’s discussions with Coretest, Inc.—the permeameter vendor—and on the
judgment of the NRC/CNWRA team that significant deformation of Subsample A had not been
observed after it had been subjected to 1,000 psi confining pressure, it was decided that the
second leach test would be conducted with a confining pressure 500 psi greater than the
injection pressure in order to minimize bypass flow. Therefore, confining pressure of 1,200 psi
and injection pressure of 700 psi were targeted. The targeted confining pressure was applied to
the saltstone prior to initiating the test and a constant injection pressure of 700 psi was applied
on October 5, 2016, at 13:11 and maintained throughout the test until October 7, 2016 at 14:27
when the pump was turned off. Small decreases in confining pressure with time were actively
managed by manually increasing the pressure to maintain it to the extent practicable at
approximately 1,200 psi. As before, sSRS water prepared on March 15, 2016 (Walter, 2015;
2016) was used as the permeant. Unexpectedly slow flow through Subsample B was observed
and the leach test was terminated after 49 hours because no leachate had been produced. It is
possible that when water flowed out of the downstream face of the specimen, it had to fill a
significant volumetric gap between the saltstone and the end piece that carried fluid to the
sample collection bottle, causing an associated time delay for arrival of fluid exiting the
3Also

of note was the deformed condition of the melted polystyrene Petri dish that had been glued to the silicone tube
(see Figure 1—Right). Based on this outcome, only glass Petri dishes will be used in the future.
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specimen. Given that the material components of the top and bottom halves of Subsample 2
are nominally the same, this unexpected behavior continues to be investigated and
consideration is being given to use of a different specimen during the third leach test, to be
conducted during FY 2017. Gravitational settling of solids due to bleed water segregation
during curing may cause the lower halves of each specimen to be denser and less permeable
than the upper halves. For example, Cozzi and Pickenheim (SRNL-STI-2012-00546;
SRNL-STI-2012-00576) conducted a study of eight variations on saltstone and noticed an
increase in density from top to bottom of some specimens that were cured in an environment
containing excess water, due to the phenomena of bleed water segregation and settling.
Likewise, seven of the eight specimens exhibited density-related depth dependencies of
hydraulic conductivity, with higher densities being correlated to lower hydraulic conductivities.
However, Subsample A of Specimen 2 (top) had an estimated density of 1.69 g/cc and
Subsample B (bottom) had a similar, slightly lower, estimated density of 1.66 g/cc.
Despite uncertainty in the density calculations due to the imperfectly cylindrical shapes of the
subsamples, a density gradient does not appear to be the source of the hydraulic
conductivity differences.
Additional curing time and mineral precipitation may be responsible for the significant difference
in apparent hydraulic conductivity between Subsamples A and B of Specimen 2. Leach testing
of the two subsamples occurred several months apart. Specimen 2 was prepared in
February 2016. Leach testing of Subsample A began in June 2016, while Subsample B
continued to cure in its environmental chamber until testing began in October 2016.
Additional curing time for Subsample B beyond that undergone by Subsample A (i.e., 8 months
versus 4 months) may have resulted in Subsample B exhibiting a lower saturated hydraulic
conductivity. Saltstone requires prolonged curing times compared to other cementitious
materials due to its high salt content (NISTIR 7947; SRR-CWDA-2014-00118). In addition to
requiring a longer curing time, salt-containing cementitious materials (e.g., saltstone and similar
cast stone tested at the DOE Hanford Site) have been shown to readily react with carbon
dioxide. Pabalan et al. (2012) observed that calcium carbonate formed on a simulated saltstone
surface during atmospheric exposure, and DOE researchers observed the precipitation of
calcium carbonate and ettringite on cast stone at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
(PNNL-25578). Although not discussed in the report by Pabalan et al. (2012), the formation of
calcium carbonate on the surface of the saltstone simulant occurred on a timescale of minutes.
As discussed earlier in this section, Subsample B was stored for three days above
water-saturated glass beads inside a sealed bottle before being placed back into the carefully
controlled environmental chamber. Accordingly, Subsample B, relative to Subsample A, may
have experienced additional mineral (e.g., calcium carbonate) precipitation within surficial pores
while outside of the environmental chamber, which may have reduced its saturated hydraulic
conductivity. It is noted, however, that carbonation that could occur only in an oxygenated
environment during curing is not likely to be significant because of the high purity nitrogen
conditions inside the environmental chamber. DOE is planning additional research studies to
investigate the potential for mineral precipitation to diminish the hydraulic conductivity of
saltstone (SRR-CWDA-2016-00119).

5

SUMMARY

A dynamic leach test of Tc-99-spiked simulated saltstone was conducted at the bench scale to
independently evaluate the early release of Tc-99 from saltstone disposed at the SRS. The test
was conducted over a period of 36 days, during which more than 9.5 PVs of simulated SRS
groundwater permeated through the saltstone specimen. The initial Tc-99 release behavior
was marked by a relatively rapid increase during the first PV to a maximum concentration of
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2 × 10−7 M. It is possible that the initially relatively low concentration (8 × 10−8 M) was related to
bypass flow, because flow rates were also high during the first PV and Tc-99 increased as flow
rate decreased; however, there is no independent evidence of bypass flow. After this initial
peak, the longer-term concentrations declined to approximately 4 × 10−8 M. The range of values
is consistent with solubility control of Tc-99 release. The range is also similar to that obtained
by a DOE-sponsored dynamic leach study, although the release history patterns differ.
Another possible explanation for the relatively low initial concentration is a residence time effect.
The lower Tc-99 concentrations during the early period of high initial flow rates could have been
a result of relatively inactive pore space within the saltstone. At higher flow rates, Tc-99
transport out of such pores may be limited. However, at slower flow rates later in the
experiment, Tc-99 may have had sufficient time to migrate from the relatively inactive pores.
During this initial test, there were suggestions that saltstone hydraulic behavior and Tc-99
release were affected by non-steady-state flow behavior, bypass flow, minor backflow events,
and specimen compression. Some of these effects were related to confining pressure system
leaks that caused pressure drops and necessitated adjustments. Aside from the initial PV,
when bypass flow may have suppressed Tc-99 concentration considerably, these effects
appear to have had relatively minor effects on Tc-99 release concentrations. Nevertheless, the
complex system behavior presented challenges to straightforward chemical interpretations of
the Tc-99 release sequence. The lessons learned regarding specimen behavior and
coreholder–permeameter system performance will inform future tests.

6

FUTURE WORK

Additional work will be undertaken as described in the task-order proposal, consistent with the
outcomes of ongoing discussions with NRC staff that will continue throughout FY 2017.
The NRC staff recommends testing saltstone Specimen 3 next, followed by testing of saltstone
Specimen 1; both specimens have surpassed their minimum aging period (Table 3).
Based upon discussion outcomes and on funds available, the timing of development of
saltstone Specimen 4 (Table 3)—using a higher reduction capacity Grade 120 blast furnace
slag cement—will be decided, as well as the timing for when to terminate each
leaching experiment.
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